Postgresql Up and Running A Practical Introduction To The Advanced Open Source Database

postgresql up and running a practical guide to the - from the preface postgresql bills itself as the world s most advanced open source database we couldn t agree more what we hope to accomplish in this book is to give you a firm grounding in the concepts and features that make postgresql so impressive, amazon com customer reviews postgresql up and running - find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for postgresql up and running a practical introduction to the advanced open source database at amazon com read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users, plr part 1 up and running with pl r plr in postgresql - purpose of bostongis bostongis is a testbed for gis and web mapping solutions utilizing open source freely available and or open gis technologies, installing postgresql with postgis functionality boston gis - part 1 getting started with postgis an almost idiot s guide postgis 2 2 printer friendly what is postgis postgis is an open source freely available and fairly ogc compliant spatial database extender for the postgresql database management system, performance tuning postgresql revsys com - introduction postgresql is the most advanced and flexible open source sql database today with this power and flexibility comes a problem how do the postgresql developers tune the default configuration for everyone, ideas o reilly media - deriving meaning in a time of chaos the intersection between chaos engineering and observability crystal hirschorn discusses how organizations can benefit from combining established tech practices with incident planning post mortem driven development chaos engineering and observability, informationweek serving the information needs of the - with a wave of intelligent automation on the horizon now is the time for enterprises to invest in the talent they need to build a workforce for the future, oracle and sun microsystems strategic acquisitions oracle - oracle acquired sun microsystems in 2010 and since that time oracle s hardware and software engineers have worked side by side to build fully integrated systems and optimized solutions designed to achieve performance levels that are unmatched in the industry early examples include the oracle exadata database machine x2 8 and the first oracle exalogic elastic cloud both introduced in late 2010, frequently asked questions rethinkdb - rethinkdb is the first open source scalable json database built from the ground up for the realtime web it inverts the traditional database architecture by exposing an exciting new access model instead of polling for changes the developer can tell rethinkdb to continuously push updated query, practice advanced sql queries with mysql 5 7 udemy - course ratings are calculated from individual students ratings and a variety of other signals like age of rating and reliability to ensure that they reflect course quality fairly and accurately, open source at re invent 2017 aws open source blog - amazon web services is hiring amazon web services aws is a dynamic growing business unit within amazon com we are currently hiring software development engineers product managers account managers solutions architects support engineers system engineers designers and more, 11 udp transport an introduction to computer networks - 11 udp transport the standard transport protocols riding above the ip layer are tcp and udp as we saw in chapter 1 udp provides simple datagram delivery to remote sockets that is to host port pairs, whitepapers amazon web services aws - amazon web services is hiring amazon web services aws is a dynamic growing business unit within amazon com we are currently hiring software development engineers product managers account managers solutions architects support engineers system engineers designers and more, free o reilly books ebooks webcasts conference sessions - a compilation of o reilly media s free products ebooks online books webcast conference sessions tutorials and videos, php php conferences around the world - this year marks the 13th edition of the dutch php conference once again hosted in the beautiful city of amsterdam our tutorial day will be thursday june 6th with the main 2 day conference following on the june 7 and 8, 15 practical grep command examples in linux unix - you should get a grip on the linux grep command this is part of the on going 15 examples series where 15 detailed examples will be provided for a specific command or functionality, def con 19 hacking conference speakers - started in 1992 by the dark tangent defcon is the world s longest running and largest underground hacking conference hackers corporate it professionals and three letter government agencies all converge on las vegas every summer to absorb cutting edge hacking research from the most brilliant minds in the world and test their skills in contests of hacking might, meet the fellows presidential innovation fellows - the presidential innovation fellows program brings the principles values and practices of the innovation economy into government through the most effective agents of change we know our people
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